
 

AUTOMATIC GATES HISTORY OF G-A-M 

 

What is the history of Gate-A-Mation? Gate-A-Mation’s founder (as seen on YouTube) 

started in the gate industry back in 1983, when working for a garage door company that 

dabbled in powered automatic electric gates. 

 

In the 1980’s there were very few specialists and most of whom were engaged in other 

activities, doing gate automation as a side-line. Only a couple of known equipment 

manufactures were supplying products in the UK and they were mainly Italian. 

 

The UK market was tiny with a handful of home based manufacturers that could not 

compete with the imported products as well as they hoped. This allowed the Italian firms 

to establish a foothold with the forerunners setting up dealership networks that had some 

influence over training and product installation. 

 

In 1988 Gate-a-mation was set up and soon became a flagship promotor of the industry, 

building upon individual designs that were created to be reliable and last and not based 

around an inadequate budget just to gain an order! 

 

   
 

By the late 1990’s more manufactures had entered the UK market, with a price conscious 

response from each, forcing lower value products with a service that lacked the vast 

experience needed to create a reliable and safe result. Untrained parties, such as 

electricians, security companies and fabricators, etc. were encouraged to sell installations 

in a DIY sort of approach. This initiative helped to create a momentum for more imported 

products and most of the UK producers ceased supply. 

 



  
 

Gate-A-Mation continued to stand by its design code and resisted the cheaper, short 

lived, unreliable path that could now be blamed for many incidents and accidents 

including damage to property as well as serious injury and even fatalities. Although 

losing out on price with many installations, especially to the unexperienced purchaser, the 

work load upon the service and repair department continues to grow. Inheriting others 

work, from dissatisfied customers, remains the largest growing sector of business. 

 

 
 

New guidelines and directives forced upon the industry following tragic accidents that 

started in 2006, has meant more and more need for experienced and trained advice across 

the entire product range. Owners are at risk if they choose a service or product that ends 

up causing an incident, together with the far greater costs of looking after a poorly design 

installation with the increased likelihood of claim against them. 

 

Since 1992 the gate-a-mation design guide continues to be updated and published with 

access via the web and an App created in 2015 to educate and promote safer gate systems 

for all. (Gate-A-Mation safety matrix, via the app store). Over 10,000 systems are now 

included on the current database, so vast system knowledge remains assured. 
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